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Introduction
• Use of the modified Stroop task and
self-paced treadmill walking provides
promise in understanding changes in
neural activation in older adults that
affect fall risk, however few studies ex-
ist with this particular paradigm
• It is previously seen that activation
tends to be bilateral with mitigation
of task related and unrelated infor-
mation done by the Dorsolateral Pre-
frontal Cortex (DLPFC) [1] [4]
• Effect of the DLPFC can be measured
using the Modified Stroop Task and vi-
sualized invasively using an fNIRS de-
vice [3]
• In different previous dual tasking
paradigms, significant drops in accu-
racy and increases in DLPFC activa-
tion are seen [3] [4]
• This paradigm will allow us to take
a deeper look into the changes in re-
sponse accuracy and brain activation
that occur in an effort to understand
the effect multitasking has on the neu-
ral capacity of older adults
Methods
• Participants have an fNIRS band af-
fixed to their foreheads
• Participants then perform a baseline
counting task before every trial
• The modified stroop task is first per-
formed with the participant standing
and then while walking at a com-
fertable pace on a self-paced treadmill
fNIRS Sensor Placement
Model of NIRS Headband placed of participants’ forehead [4]
Experimental Model
Set up of treadmill and fNIRS system with screen
displaying cues for Modified Stroop Task present at
the anterior end of the treadmill [3]
Modified Stroop Task Outline
Sample Cues for the Modified Stroop Task [4]
Accuracy Results
Side by side comparison of the accuracy changes seen in each of the trials in the Modified Stroop task when
moving from standing to walking
Oxygenation Results
Side by side comparison of the activation changes seen in LDLPFC,MLPFC,RDLPFC for each of the trials
in the Modified Stroop task when moving from standing to walking
Discussion
• The accuracy data and oxygenation data were obtained through processing of experimental data through R and Matlab
• Oxygenation results obtained from the absorbance values detected by the fNIRS system show the expected bilateral increase in activation for the DLPFC but activation in the
MLPFC (mediolateral prefrontal cortex) was also seen suggesting DLPFC functions are couped with other neural systems
• Accuracy data shows expected decrease in accuracy in switching and interference task but not in the congruent and neutral tasks across conditions
• While the paradigm we used shows the expected changes to occur, the increase in medial activation and lack of change seen in neutral and cognitive tasks show that that there
are other factors to be considered beyond the DLPFC in task accuracy when moving from single to dual task. The paradigm does provide a promising way to perform dual task
analysis for future experiments.
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